Abstract This paper addresses efficient mapping and reconfiguration of advanced video applications onto a general purpose multi-core platform. By accurately modeling the resource usage for an application, allocation of processing resources on the platform can be based on the actually needed resources instead of a worst-case approach, thereby improving Quality-of-Service (QoS). Here, we exploit a new and strongly upcoming class of dynamic video applications based on image and content analysis for resource management and control. Such applications are characterized by irregular computing behavior and memory usage. It is shown that with linear models and statistical techniques based on the Markov modeling, a rather good accuracy (94-97%) for predicting the resource usage can be obtained. This prediction accuracy is so good that it allows resource prediction at runtime, thereby leading to an actively controlled system management.
Introduction

Preliminaries
The design of video signal processing systems is gradually entering a new phase, where instead of straightforward video processing for multimedia and quality improvements, the systems adapt the processing to the platform and content conditions by considering in detail the actual content that is being processed. This ranges from extracting simple features, such as color and texture, to an in-depth analysis of the video signal and its characteristic features. Examples of such applications are intelligent surveillance, face and behavior recognition, computer analysis of diseases in the medical domain, etc. In addition, computing platforms for executing these processing algorithms have been subject to continuous changes, but are now gradually converging towards multi-core processor architectures, where depending on cost and application constraints, some of the cores are application specific and others are fully programmable. At first glance, video processing is well suited for multi-core processing, given the possibilities for dividing the tasks and the amounts of data that are involved in this type of processing, but the mapping on the platform and the optimal distribution of tasks is a complex matter.
With respect to platforms, the trend to go to multi-core systems is fueled by the desire to further improve the computing power, while maintaining energy efficiency. These architectures are characterized by a set of parallel processing cores on a chip centered around a communication infrastructure, which is connected to a large off-chip memory. Chip connections and power consumption for drivers hamper the use of high-bandwidth buses, so that memory bandwidth cannot grow with the same speed as computation. Unfortunately, the mapping of complicated video processing tasks is difficult on such parallel platforms, because compilers for automated mapping do not exist or perform poorly. The system designer has no other alternative than to analyze the applications with respect to their computing requirements and behavior and divide the processing tasks over the multiple cores on the system accordingly. This creates a demand for techniques to facilitate the design of such systems.
In competitive imaging markets, such as professional healthcare, surveillance or multimedia, computer platforms are subject to a restricted bill of material. To be costeffective, it is required that the applications make efficient use of the available resources on the platform. The mapping and control of multiple applications onto a multi-core system is an unsolved case in the scientific literature. This is due to the large design space and the fact that operating systems have no understanding about the consequences of scheduling decisions to the individual applications in terms of throughput, latency or visual quality. It is only recently that the first publications on this topic have become available. In a paper from [5] , an integration of hard/soft real-time tasks and best-effort jobs executed on a multiprocessor system is studied. The study involves computing only and does not address other resources. The optimal scheduling of tasks over a multiprocessor system is not yet found. If the processors operate independently of each other, then the solution of [6] can be applied on an individual processor basis. The work of Pastrnak et al. [30] introduces a hierarchical Quality-of-Service (QoS) protocol for monitoring the performance of streaming tasks. In this way, the multiprocessor system can be fully active and deliver the highest possible quality for the most prioritized computing tasks. As the validation of this framework was limited to streaming tasks only, it is not sure whether this can be used for more modern video processing such as content analysis and object-based processing.
This paper contributes to this problem by concentrating on the control of both the computing and the bandwidth between the processing cores for image analysis applications. For validation of our contribution, we will explore a case study for medical image analysis in the professional domain. Medical imaging is a fast growing imaging domain with challenges on fusion of sensor data and the automatic computer analysis of diseases. The application described in this paper is carefully chosen to serve as a general representative case for modern video processing, as the underlying processing tasks also appear in many other application domains or systems.
Scope and problem statement
The scope of this paper is to build a system that can execute a set of heterogenous video applications on a multi-core processor system in a controlled way to optimize efficiency and/or quality. In many applications and cases, cost constraints are imposed on the system, so that computing resources are inherently limited. If the amount of applications and their load is too high for the system, there is no other way then to control the allocation of resources to individual processing tasks. The optimization of quality for a set of parallel video tasks is carried out by a QoS unit. For a good QoS control, performance analysis and prediction is indispensable. If the application tasks are well modeled and their required performance is known in the form of computation, memory and bandwidth budgets, the platform can be efficiently filled with a suitable set of applications. One trend makes the concept of performance analysis and QoS more complicated: video applications tend to be less streaming oriented and increasingly make use of analysis of the data and specific features contained within the data for further processing steps. This trend not only occurs at the application level, but also in general video processing, i.e. to extract features about the content of the video so that processing becomes aware of the type of data that is being processed. In addition, the nature of analysis applications is more dynamic in its behavior with respect to both computing and memory usage, when compared with streaming and regular video processing.
Summarizing the problem statement is that given a multi-core system, how should a dynamic video application consisting of multiple tasks be efficiently mapped on the system? Furthermore, if the application desires a sudden change in functionality or an increase in complexity, how do we reconfigure the mapping of the video application into another efficient solution? Finally, can we consider general quality attributes as image quality, throughput or latency in this optimization and what techniques can be used to consider this optimization?
Case study applied in this paper
Our case is based on the medical imaging and analysis, in particular on advanced enhancement processing with strict latency constraints. Region-based image analysis contains advanced and conditional processing. These processing tasks occur also in intelligent surveillance systems and many other video content analysis applications such as face recognition, etc.
With minimal invasive interventions, cardiologists diagnose and treat coronary artery diseases using a catheter inserted into the groin and threaded through the arterial vessel tree to reach the heart [22] . Radiologists diagnose and treat vascular stenosis, thromboses and aneurysms by inserting catheters in the veins [20] .
Coronary angioplasty is a catheter-based procedure performed by an interventional cardiologist to open up a blocked coronary artery and restore blood flow to the heart muscle [27] . The analysis and motion compensation techniques can improve the visualization and measurement of objects of interest (such as stents) in real-time X-ray interventional imaging, thereby making it easier to realize optimum and complete stent placement. We focus on a medical-imaging application to detect and enhance moving features, combined with a second pipeline of tasks for increasing the image quality during a live interventional angioplasty procedure [3] , (Fig. 1a) .
The case study involving image analysis and motioncompensation tasks is used to detect and enhance objects of interest (Fig. 1b) . Although a first branch contains stream-oriented tasks having a static nature in terms of computations and memory, a second branch contains datadependent dynamic processing tasks, involving image analysis, which has a more dynamic nature than streaming video. The dynamics come from properties like the variable size of the analysis region, the feature detection and the dynamic abortion of non-appropriate tasks if the detection or registration result is insufficient.
Paper overview
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we propose a performance-analysis technique leading to a prediction model for computing tasks. In Sect. 9, the memory and bandwidth usage is analyzed and modeled. The combination of computation and memory bandwidth modeling allows us to analyze the mapping of tasks at a higher level and involve estimation of the complexity. In Sect. 4, a hierarchical QoS framework is introduced, addressing individual task quality optimization and overall performance simultaneously. The section concludes with reconfigurable application flow graphs such that an optimal combination of quality and application functionality is obtained. Section 5 presents conclusions.
Performance analysis for computations
Preliminaries and related work
The above-described application and the dynamic behavior of video analysis tasks in computing lead to more complicated situations for the QoS control unit. For this purpose, we have developed a technique to design computational models for dynamic applications, estimating the computational complexity.
Before presenting an approach, we first classify different performance techniques to come to our proposed modeling technique. This modeling involves several important aspects. First, the signal processing is described by Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) graphs [19] . On these graphs, the processing is executed in the form of jobs and tasks which can have a processing or memory-oriented nature. The complexity of the task is captured by the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET). If several tasks are executed on the same processor, they can be queued and the involved delay and order can be analyzed with queueing theory. The execution of signal processing tasks can be deterministic or non-deterministic from nature. As the WCET is a worstcase model, it would lead to unused load of resources with data-dependent tasks. Therefore, we also consider statistical techniques for the modeling of the execution. Finally, simulations contribute provide insight about the execution and the model accuracy during the execution. Let us now discuss this in more detail.
• Analytical methods based on queueing networks. The execution of a platform is described by servers and jobs. Jobs are first inserted into queues and waiting until the server can handle their requests. A job is characterized with an arrival rate, a queue by an average number of jobs in the queue, and a server with the mean service time. The platform can then be described and analyzed as an M/M/1 queueing problem [18] . Because this modeling applies to general purpose computing of tasks, modeling stream-oriented processing of chains of functions with a high accuracy is difficult. • Statistical techniques. These techniques are data-driven approaches based on the input data characteristics. Popular techniques are linear models [16] , stochastic models [38] , or Markov-chain analysis [8, 40] . The advantage of such models are the abstraction from irrelevant issues at different stages of the design, and very fast estimation of the execution behavior. This type of modeling is particularly attractive for processing with data dependencies or dynamics within the processing tasks itself, leading to considerable variations in execution time and behavior. Statistical techniques are then used to describe these variations in a model.
• Simulations. One of the mostly employed techniques, which is based on the construction of a simulation model that is typically executed on a host computer system [12] . It is used when the analytical methods do not allow the use of previous methods, because of the complexity of the exploration space. The results are highly dependent on a proper selection of the input data. Prior work by Pastrnak and de With [28] modeled the execution of multimedia streaming tasks in linear timing equations, where possible data dependencies are handled by including important coding parameters into the model.
When considering the above classification, the problem of performance analysis for dynamic video processing applications is only partially suited for queueing theory approaches. It will give a model that is not accurate enough for the behavior prediction of dynamic tasks, when the objects are relatively small, leading to unpredictable statistics. For dynamic processing, we have to adopt another method, as the above approach will fail in case of dependencies and dynamic behavior in processing. Statistical techniques describing the stochastic nature of the execution seems more elegant, because the data dependencies need not to be known in detail to construct a feasible model. Simulation and modeling play an important role for model construction and tuning to sufficient accuracy. In our case, we can distinguish tasks that are fully independent of the input data and also tasks of which the complexity is highly dependent on the input. Furthermore, tasks exist for which the algorithm switches between scenarios, leading to a highly varying computation behavior. The case that we will present is dynamic (and data dependent) with the following characteristics:
• dynamic decision making in the flow graph is based on outcomes of the analysis tasks, • the flow graph may switch to a different group of tasks, based on the image content, • tasks cannot be easily switched off, as this will lead to an unacceptable processing result.
In the next subsection, we develop a concept for performance analysis and prediction of resource usage, which addresses each of the previous aspects individually to closely follow the statistical variations in computing requirements.
Performance analysis and prediction employing statistical techniques
Approach. Prior to developing the actual model, we first introduce a design flow for the resource-usage estimation process (Fig. 2) . The input from the application is in the form of an executable specification. The specification distinguishes individual processing jobs and each job is divided into tasks. Note that for the mapping of a set of tasks onto a multi-core platform, the assignment of tasks to a distinct processor core requires advanced mechanisms (such as floating tasks in the form of actors [28] , and a runtime framework such as described in [35] , which will not be addressed here. The hardware architecture is represented by accurate simulation models, e.g. an instructionset simulator for a processing cores. At the timing analysis stage, each job is characterized by application-specific performance constraints on the throughput of the job. The complete application activates a sequence of jobs. Each job can use multiple processing cores in parallel. We model a job as an iterative ''for'' loop, taking J iterations to produce J data tokens of a video data block. The body of the ''for''
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Parameter constraints Fig. 2 Design flow for the resource-usage estimation process (Phase 1a) and memory and bandwidth analysis (Phase 1b) loop in Fig. 2 is described by tasks and the dependencies between them.
We denote the set of tasks as V = {v i }. An actor can be described as a function in a programming language like C/C??, representing an atomic unit of computation that can be assigned to a processing core. We assume that the firing delay of a task v i can be expressed as a linear timing function t i . As motivated earlier, we propose to model the computation resources for task i and scenario k in job j giving computation time t i,k (j), specified by t i;k ðjÞ ¼ M i;k ðt i;k ðj À 1ÞÞ, with M k , the stochastic model for scenario k, depending on the timing results from the previous job iteration. Note that both the values of the individual timing functions and the task scenarios may change in each iteration of the ''for'' loop.
Let us now continue to develop the statistical model for the computing behavior of the jobs and tasks as defined above. Dynamic behavior generally points to the direction of creating a state-space diagram to capture al the dynamic transitions in the processing. A deterministic state-space covering all the dynamics with sufficient accuracy will have two problems. First, the state space will grow exponentially when adding more algorithm characteristics to the model, which can cause memory or computation problems.
Second, another problem is to obtain statistical significant estimates for the transitions between states. The state space becomes large with an increasing number of states, and the number of samples for each state may become very small, even if we use very long training data sets. Therefore, we have decided that the modeling should be based on stochastic properties and it should be able to handle abrupt changes in behavior and statistics.
To illustrate our solution direction, we have measured the computation behavior of a representative task in the dynamic image analysis part of the case study. The result of this dynamic behavior is shown in Fig. 3 . The complete case involves several of such dynamic tasks and various branching situations. An alternative view on the modeling of the system behavior is to consider the timing statistics of the video frames and classifying the statistics in categories. The figure suggests to consider trend-based changes independently from the local variations in computing requirements. Let us investigate short-term and structural fluctuations in processing time on the platform.
Short-term fluctuations can be caused by cache misses or the overhead imposed by task switching and control. Structural or long-term fluctuations are caused by the dependency of the processing time of the tasks on the video content itself over a longer time period. This motivates the splitting of the computational statistics in categories and employing different models for those categories.
• Short-term data correlations. We have investigated literature on video traffic modeling [13] . An approach resulting from the literature is the creation of a Markov chain, since the estimation of the model parameters is straightforward and various analysis techniques are available. A first-order Markov chain is by definition memoryless, where in the model it is implicitly assumed that the processing times of successive frames are independent. However, Markov chain prediction falls short if processing times between video frames are correlated over a longer time period. Next, we will describe the modeling of long-term structural data dependencies.
• Long-term data correlations. We consider the prediction model to consist of long-term low-frequency fluctuations, around which short-term high-frequency fluctuations can take place. Discrimination between the two frequency parts can be made by various types of filters, such as Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. In Let us now further analyze the meaning of Fig. 3 and concentrate on the short-term statistics (Fig. 3b) . Given the separation of correlation behavior, the short-term fluctuations are modeled with Markov chains. We have validated the applicability of the Markov chain modeling by analyzing the autocorrelation function ACF. As the function has an exponential decay, Markov chain analysis is applicable.
The state-space description of an application can be generated by analyzing the computation time C over a long time period. The number of states evolves from analyzing the computation behavior function and quantizing this function into categories becoming Markov states, based on the number of samples in that category. More specifically, the number of states M is C max =r C ; where C max denotes the largest measured value and r C the standard deviation. We have experimentally evolved to a model with approximately 2M states to obtain sufficient accuracy. The quantization intervals are adaptively chosen such that each interval contains on the average the same amount of samples. The entries of the transition probability matrix P ij are now estimated by
where n ij denotes the number of transitions from interval i to interval j. The short-term behavior is now emulated by allowing a random variable to be executed according to the specified Markov source, based on the actually measured value of the computation complexity within the preceding interval.
Besides the modeling of short-term behavior, long-term behavior prediction is based on the statistical filter theory, as mentioned earlier. We have adopted a moving average filter for this purpose, specifically the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filter. The starting state is the preceding interval where the computation complexity parameter is used as an input to the filter. The output of the filter then produces the prediction for the upcoming interval. As this Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter weights recent inputs more heavily than longterm previous ones, it adapts more quickly to the input signal compared with FIR filters. The EWMA filter is defined by
Because we have now covered both short-term and longterm statistics, the computation time for the current video frame can be predicted using a combination of both approaches as suggested by Fig. 3 . More details will be provided after the presentation of the case study that was used to validate the above techniques.
Case description. The presented application for motioncompensated feature enhancement consists of several steps, as shown in Fig. 4 . As mentioned earlier, the application contains several dynamic tasks, based on analysis, in combination with conditional switch statements. The presented flow graph is based on a cascading of four stages which are individually described in [9, 10, 11, 36] . After stent placement, the marker candidates are detected in the image using an automatic marker extraction algorithm. Ridge detection (RDG) and filtering is applied to the input images such that all structures except marker candidates are removed. markers have previously been detected. Enhancement (ENH) of the stent is performed by temporal integration of the registered image frames according to the markers. The output is presented by zooming (ZOOM) in the ROI containing the stent.
Case analysis. The MKX EXT, REG, ROI estimation, ENH and ZOOM functions are independent of the video content or size of the images. The prediction can be defined with a constant value. There are four data-dependent switch statements in the flow graph. The current state is based on the information from previously processed video frames and can be described with a state table. Each switch can signal tasks to process for example only on a region of interest of the video frame or even skip processing. The RDG, CPLS SELECT and GW EXT functions have a resource usage that is highly dependent on and correlated with the video content. Summarizing, the described application is dynamic in three major aspects: (1) at the start, an ROI of variable data-dependent size is chosen for further analysis, and (2) at every stage, a switch function selects a specific flow graph, depending on the previous stage(s). Moreover, (3) some of the internal flow graphs require intrinsically a variable processing.
Model results. The computation behavior is modeled with the presented approach using long-term and shortterm statistics and their corresponding modeling techniques. Supplementary to these techniques, we have found that the computation behavior is dependent on a linear function representing the size of the analyzed part in the image (the ROI size). An additional element is the handling of the switch statements in the flow graph. To come to a realistic modeling result, the state result of the possible switch in the algorithm has been used as pre-knowledge for selecting the correct scenario.
Based on the computation of the autocorrelation function, we have concluded that ridge detection, (RDG), couples selection (CPLS SEL) and guide-wire extraction (GW EXT) tasks can all three be modeled with Markov chains. Data-dependent switch statements in the flow graph can cause the total processing time to change rather abruptly. For example, the first switch in the flow graph can select the RDG task to operate only on an ROI instead of the full video frame. Other switch statements trigger or cancel tasks to be executed. The switches are controlled with information extracted from the previously processed video frames, and stored in a state table. At the start of processing each new video frame, the state is extracted in advance. By exploiting this information prior to the actual processing of the task graph, the prediction model is made adaptive to dynamic changes in the data flow. This part corresponds to the scenario-based switching in [33] .
Processing time statistics for different ROI sizes show that the RDG task has a linear dependency on the size of the ROI. To analyze load fluctuations, caused by dependencies on the video content itself, we have subtracted a linear growth function from the obtained statistics. This function is specified by
For the remaining data-dependent fluctuations after subtraction, we have analyzed the autocorrelation function. As the function has an exponential decay, it can again be described with a Markov chain. Because the fluctuations are in the same order as the high-frequency behavior described earlier, we have included these statistics to the Markov state-generation process, to generate a single Markov chain for the ridge-detection (RDG) task.
The prediction results for all tasks in the flow graph of Fig. 4 , are shown in Fig. 5c . Computation time statistics are obtained by profiling the executed application on a general-purpose multi-core platform [34] . For training the stochastic models, we used a data set of 37 video sequences of in total 1,921 video frames. In the training set, different scenarios exist to which the algorithm tasks are adaptive. In Fig. 5a , the Markov transition matrix is shown for the b a c ridge-detection task. Similar Markov transition matrices are generated for the couples selection and guide-wire extraction tasks. A summary of the prediction models can be found in Fig. 5b . To validate the prediction mode, we have applied a set of 10 test sequences. The results show an average prediction accuracy of 97% with sporadic excursions of the prediction error up to 20-30%.
Discussion of the results. It seems interesting to compare the dynamics of the case study to similar published applications, although the numbers are sometimes not available or not suited for a fair comparison. Generic examples can be found in the domain of computer vision algorithms [39] . Within medical imaging, registration and object recognition tasks with similar dynamics are studied for quite some time [23] although these algorithmic tasks are still not readily available in applications with real-time constraints.
It is expected that with the continuous increase in computational power, future applications will arise in the realtime video domain [15] . In other applications, for example within surveillance, object-tracking applications having similar dynamics and can be found in [25] .
In the next section, we continue our modeling with performance analysis and prediction for communication resources and memory usage.
3 Performance analysis for memory communication bandwidth
Introduction
Besides the modeling of the computation time, as presented in the previous section, the allocation of memory communication resources is at least as important and motivated as follows. Multi-core systems are characterized by a set of processing cores on a chip centered around a communication infrastructure, which is connected to a large off-chip memory. For such architectures, it is evident that off-chip memory bandwidth is a critical part for system performance and cost. Chip connections and power consumption for drivers hamper the use of large width buses, so that memory bandwidth cannot grow with the same speed as computation. Communication bandwidth is, therefore, a scarce resource in the system, and efficient usage of the available bandwidth is of equal importance as the use of computation resources.
For many applications in video processing, there is a direct relation between memory usage, memory bandwidth and the algorithm parameters [17] . For example, in the case of MPEG-2 coding, the required amount of memory needed in the search area for motion-vector search depends linearly on the maximum allowed velocity of motion of moving objects. Furthermore, the memory usage for VLC coefficient scanning grows linearly with the amount of coefficients.
Memory requirements for stream-based functions depend on the filter processing aperture. Similarly, for content-analysis applications, the region-of-interest size around objects in feature analysis has a direct relation to the amount of memory and communication required. Summarizing, an estimation model for communication bandwidth will depend linearly on key parameters of each task and the amount of required input data. This reasoning was validated earlier by [28] for a case with object-based MPEG-4 coding. We adopt the approach to use linear models for communication and memory usage and refined it for our case study on medical image analysis. The result is that the design flow for computations from Sect. 2 is reused except for some memory-specific modifications.
Probably, memory-bandwidth analysis has an even more practical impact than computations, because in a multi-core system, bandwidth is becoming increasingly the most scarce resource parameter in the system.
Memory-bandwidth analysis
Approach. We deploy a cooperative user-level task scheduling framework from literature [35] on top of the operating system. The framework creates only one thread per processor core and one task queue per last level cache memory. Applications are specified as connected (streaming) tasks of a directed dataflow graph, where the input and output buffers of tasks are kept locally in the cache memory of the processor. When an input image is received, the input relations of the first task are satisfied and the task is send to one of the task queues of the scheduling framework. Cooperative task scheduling is preferred when throughput is more important than fast response times.
At compile time, splitting of tasks into subtasks is organized in such a way that all processor cores are active and the load on the system is balanced. Tasks cannot move between processor cores as we did not implement task stealing or dynamic scheduling concepts. Tasks that are scheduled to a task queue for a particular processor core can not move to another task queue. In this way, task data blocks remain local in one of the two L2 caches, which avoid cache misses due to tasks that are moving from one core to the other. The interested reader is referred to [1, 14] for more details.
We denote the set of tasks as V = {v i }. The timing properties of the individual tasks need to be completed with the bandwidth requirements between tasks b i,k (j), to provide a complete analysis on a multi-core platform [32] . As motivated earlier, we propose to model the communication resources with linear parametrical equations, for task i in job j for scenario k giving bandwidth b i,k (j), specified by:
The variable n i stands for the weighting coefficients of the term contributing to the communication, and the variable l i denotes a specific input-data parameter, such as the size of the ROI in the image. This specification completes the analysis model. The modeling of bandwidth is defined as the total amount of input and output memory traffic for all tasks between the external memory and the last level cache memory near the processor cores. As some of the tasks require more memory intrinsically than available in the cache, additional memory traffic is generated due to cache misses. This aspect is modeled as a separate factor, and then added to the input/output memory bandwidth.
Case analysis. When analyzing the case study used throughout this paper, the required amount of memory for each task can be derived by extracting the input/output requirements and intermediate storage requirements from a reference software implementation. In Table 1 , the results are shown for the RDG, MKX, ENH and ZOOM task. For concentrating on significant bandwidth requirements, only operations on arrays are taken into consideration. The tasks that operate on a subset or feature data are negligible in terms of memory consumption. Note that some of the functions have different memory requirements, depending on the state of a switch in the flow graph. For example, if the RDG task is switched off, the succeeding MKX function has a much smaller input buffer requirement. The amount of communication bandwidth required for correct operation of the image analysis application is derived by a mapping of the memory requirements onto the platform architecture.
To calculate the amount of memory communication bandwidth of the application under study, there are a number of constraints that influence the actually measured bandwidth load on the platform architecture.
Hardware platform. The choice for a particular platform sets an upper limit on the available resources. For the experiments, we use a general-purpose multi-core platform containing of two quad-core (Xeon) processors. In Fig. 6 , the system is shown. In total, the system consists of eight processors of 2.33 GCycles/s, eight level-1 caches of 32 kB and four level-2 caches of 4 MB. The system is equipped with 4 GB of external memory. For more details about the instantiated architecture, we refer to [34] .
Application scenarios. The memory-bandwidth requirements vary continuously by switching between different groups of processing tasks (scenarios). For the worst-case scenario in terms of bandwidth requirements, the tasks operate on a full-frame granularity, the ridge-detection task is activated and the registration phase completes successfully. On the opposite, for the best-case scenario in terms of bandwidth requirements, the tasks operate on a small ROI granularity, which will save a significant amount of required bandwidth. Furthermore, if the ridge-detection task is not required and the registration is not successful, the enhancement and zoom tasks will be skipped, which will save another significant amount of required bandwidth. Note that in this ''best-case'' scenario in terms of bandwidth, the algorithm will not output a satisfying result. In total, there are eight different scenarios possible, given the three switch statements in the flow graph.
Intra-task memory. If a task internally requires more memory that can be stored locally in the cache memory of the processor, additional memory bandwidth will be initiated to swap data in and out the local cache memory. For the application under study, the RDG, ENH and ZOOM tasks have an intra-task memory requirement that is higher than the level-2 cache capacity of the processor. The amount of bandwidth of each task can be modeled by analysis of the access pattern of the internal buffers. As the above tasks operate on a whole image granularity, scanning of the pixels linearly in the (x, y) direction will enable that all data items will be accessed.
Inter-task memory. The partitioning of the application on the platform has a direct relationship with the required amount of memory bandwidth between tasks. In Fig. 4 , the required inter-task bandwidth is shown on the arrows between tasks (1,024 9 1,024 pixels, 30 Hz, 2 Bytes/ pixel).
Results. Memory communication bandwidth is estimated for each task by analysis of the cache-memory usage for the set of test sequences. For each task, we start with the analysis of the input and output memory requirements. This sets a lower bound of the required memory communication bandwidth between the external memory and the local cache near the processor cores. As an example, for the RDG task, at the input, 2,048 kB of memory is required, where at the output, 5,120 kB is required. The required memory bandwidth, counting only input and output buffer requirement is, therefore, already more than 100 MB/s, when processing images at 15 Hz. In addition, some of the tasks internally require more memory that can be stored locally in the cache memory of the processor. This additional bandwidth that needs to be initiated to swap data in and out the cache memory is modeled separately. The RDG task consists of 3 subtasks, where in total 13 intermediate storage buffers are required of in total 5,120 kB. As the size of the local cache memory is 4,096 kB, shared between two processor cores, the required memory usage will overload the cache memory, which obviously results in additional memory communication bandwidth to and from external memory.
We model the cache-memory usage and corresponding load/store behavior with space-time buffer occupation models. As a representative example, we describe the modeling for the RDG task in more detail. The load/store pattern between external memory and cache memory is shown in Fig. 7 . Although the access pattern of the storage buffers is linear, some of the internal buffers are required more than once, which requires some additional bookkeeping to keep track of the amount of bandwidth that will be generated due to the limited cache capacity. The memory bandwidth between external memory and the local cache of the processor is estimated by the amount and size of the temporary buffers that are loaded, flushed and reloaded from external memory, at the start of processing each subtask (stages 2-4 in Fig. 7) .
Summarizing, the complete model for the memory bandwidth usage is created by adding the bandwidth requirements of intermediate storage to the input/output bandwidth requirements, as explained in the beginning of this paragraph. We have compared the model output values with the actually used bandwidth for execution of the image analysis application. At a scenario level, the memory resource usage is more or less constant. The size of the ROI only slightly impacts the memory usage, therefore, the differences between a large ROI and a small ROI are negligible in terms of bandwidth.
For the test sequences, an average accuracy between the analysis and measured memory bandwidth usage of 90% is obtained. A limitation of the preceding experiment is that the model is relatively static and does not address the use of bandwidth fluctuating functions when not captured by a few scenarios. For such a case, we propose to explore the techniques which have been employed for computation analysis and we would model statistical analysis of the memory bandwidth. This solution is not further elaborated in this paper as the processing time of an image is by far dominated by the computational complexity of tasks, but the authors expect that this approach would be equally applicable for modeling memory-bandwidth usage.
In the next section, we introduce a layered QoS architecture, employing the prediction models from the last two sections for the predicable mapping and execution of multiple dynamic video processing tasks on a multi-core processor architecture. 
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Introduction
For applications sharing limited platform resources, there will be system constraints on the available computing power, memory and bandwidth. If the computational load becomes too high for the platform, we intend to reduce the effort involved for particular tasks without the complete abortion of the job execution. To do this in a controlled way, we need two elements. First, the applications should have scalable properties in terms of performance and computational effort. Second, the platform should be able to control and monitor a number of parallel applications and their resource usage. Unfortunately, this overall control task cannot be carried out by a conventional operating system, because it lacks the knowledge about the desired overall system usage and it has no understanding about the impact of quality settings for the individual applications and the overall quality of the complete system. The conclusion of this discussion is to implement a special QoS system that is capable of handling the control aspects dealing with multiple applications.
QoS control has been subject of research for a number of years, for e.g. MPEG-4 3D graphics, wavelet coding, picture in picture video, etc., see [4, 7] . Thus far, this work has focused on scaling the application and then elegantly distributing the computing tasks on a single processor system. Therefore, we concentrate on the part that is usually missing in this type of research. In the case study used throughout this paper, we discuss multiple dynamic tasks running in parallel on a multi-core processor platform. This covers the cases of executing a single advanced application or a set of applications in parallel. This problem statement is a new element and distinguishes itself from previous work on QoS management. Therefore, we focus particularly on the video application part of the overall resource management.
To allow both single and multiple video applications in parallel, which should be controlled with the same QoS concept, we adopt the hierarchical QoS architecture from [30] . In this architecture, a Local QoS (LQoS) controls an individual application while a Global QoS (GQoS) controls the complete set of active applications and optimizes the overall system behavior. In the sequel, the term ''quality'' in the discussion on system performance control should be interpreted broadly. Hence, not only image quality, but also other performance critical parameters, such as the mentioned latency and throughput can be involved.
The next subsection provides more details on the hierarchical concept together with a model for runtime resource management. Afterwards, several options for task level scalability are presented including QoS reconfiguration experiments and results.
Hierarchical QoS architecture
The hierarchical QoS system addresses both the optimization of resource allocation for individual applications and for a complete set of applications. We will not discuss QoS service algorithms in high detail. Instead, we assume that an algorithm from literature can be adopted, given the broad availability of proposals on this topic [2] . The architecture has a hierarchical, layered structure. It consists of two communicating managers, instead of the conventional single resource manager. The layered approach separates the system control optimizing overall quality and behavior from the responsibilities of individual application QoS units. The responsibilities of the two QoS managers are as follows.
• GQoS manager. It controls the total system performance involving all applications running in parallel. This manager optimizes the user benefits, such as the available parallelism and priorities of applications, instead of a single video application.
• LQoS manager. It controls an individual application within the assigned resources, which were provided by the GQoS manager. This manager optimizes the individual application quality for the agreed amount of resources.
An overview of the system architecture and QoS control is shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. Each application is divided into jobs and the platform supports the execution of each job. Each individual application is controlled by a LQoS unit, which negotiates about the assigned resources with the GQoS control. After negotiation, the LQoS unit has an exact specification of the amount of resources that are assigned to the application. The GQoS unit depends on the resource manager for the actual resource assignment. The resource manager provides the real allocation of physical resources in conjunction with an operating system. The operating system is used for allocating tasks to threads, where each thread is fixed to a processor core. The control task then manages which tasks are running at which quality setting. This is a new aspect that is added on top of a conventional operating system.
The control of an application execution is conceptually visualized in Fig. 8b . The execution starts with the activation of the LQoS unit. The LQoS unit activates an internal resource estimator, which calculates the resource usage requirements at all quality levels of the required jobs. In Step 2, the query is send to the GQoS unit, which decides on the highest quality level that can be guaranteed and allocated for the application. In Step 3, the response is communicated back to the LQoS unit. In the case that resources can be assigned, the LQoS unit allocates individual tasks of the job at the chosen quality and invokes the job execution in Step 4. In Step 5, the job signals the end of the processing period. In the medical imaging case study, this means the completion of the enhancement and zooming task. In Step 6, the LQoS unit evaluates the difference between the estimation and real execution and in the case the difference is above a predetermined threshold, the LQoS adapts the estimation model. If this does not sufficiently lower the difference, a new negotiation on resources has to be performed (which involves restarting the process from Step 2 onwards). The estimation of total resources is based on the number of jobs and their individual estimates on resource usage.
QoS problem definition and applied heuristic. Let us now specify the QoS problem in a more formal way. We describe the resource requirements of the job i at all defined quality settings (vector q i ) per resource J by
The resource type is J 2 fC; D; Bg, where C denotes the computation resources per task, D the data memory per task, B the required bandwidth. The optimization problem for our GQoS management can be formulated as maximizing the overall quality, specified by
with chosen quality q i (c), subject to
P J ðjÞ; with J 2 fC; D; Bg: ð7Þ
In the above equation, N denotes the number of jobs and M indicates the number of processing cores. We define the benefit b i ðq i ðcÞÞ, as the contribution of job i to the user benefit, at selected quality level c, giving the quality q i (c). The solution to the above problem statement relates to the 0-1 Knapsack Problem [21] which is an NP-hard problem and cannot be implemented at runtime. In literature, several approaches can be found for solving multi-dimensional resource allocation problems, based e.g. on Lagrangian relaxation or Pareto algebra [26, 43] . In our case, we use a heuristic to compute a near-optimal solution at runtime.
For simplicity, we assume that the system is in operation and has a set of running jobs. We consider four types of possible situations in the running system: (1) job fires a request to be started, (2) job requires more resources, (3) job is terminated, (4) job releases (a part of) its resources. The second type is a special case of the first, and similarly, the fourth type is a special case of the third. Let us further describe the algorithm of the negotiation process for a request to start a new job. The algorithm is detailed in Fig. 9 and parametric descriptions are found in Table 2 . The algorithm is a simplified version of checking the availability of resources for the chosen quality of a candidate Job. At a job analysis phase, appropriate benefits and quality levels have to be assigned. Consequently, the GQoS has defined a benefit for each job, executing on the platform for every possible quality level of a job. The algorithm starts by checking the ability of adding the candidate job to the list of active jobs. The resource estimator within the LQoS manager of a candidate job calculates the required resources. In the case that there are not enough resources, a search for the minimum quality decrease of active jobs to the overall cost function is performed. For an optimal implementation, the GQoS is storing a sorted list of such quality changes, which limits the searching algorithm for finding a new maximum to linear complexity. The algorithm decreases the quality of the set of jobs by reducing the quality of individual jobs, followed by checking whether the system has sufficient resources for a candidate job. The algorithm ends when the new job has sufficient resources for executing the new set of jobs. If the benefit cost function drops below the level at which the system tried to activate the candidate job, the algorithm also terminates.
Due to an increase in resource usage demands for active jobs of application X, an undesired situation may occur when the GQoS assigns only a very limited amount of resources to jobs of application Y. When the LQoS has no quality level that can be satisfied within the given resource constraint, line 17 of Fig. 9 will report insufficient resources, and the job of application Y cannot be executed. As this behavior is not desired, the designer of the system should take care that there are sufficient platform resources available for applications, or sufficient quality levels of tasks.
In case that the platform releases more free resources by ending some of the jobs or changing jobs requirements depending on the input data or a user interaction, we introduce the following strategy. The algorithm starts with a job that gives the highest benefit increase and checks if it can increase a quality level by using new available resources. For efficiency, the system has information about the minimum resources that can increase at least one quality level of a job. If available resources are below this level, the negotiation algorithm stops (the algorithm stops only when it checked all active jobs).
QoS control at the application: task-level scalability
Introduction. In this section, we change our attention from the platform extensions to the application domain. Although advanced video and imaging applications are typically adaptive to many cases, they are not intrinsically developed to support QoS control. In the literature discussion below, it becomes clear that it is not easy to design a fully complexity-scalable application. For this reason, we concentrate on QoS control at the task level.
We have considered several options for implementing scalability in applications. The approaches found in literature vary between approaches for quality scalability [37] , complexity scalability, [24, 41] , or coding scalability [42] . The most attractive approach for solving our problem statement is using complexity scalability, but the design of a fully complexity-scalable algorithm is omitted here for reasons as discussed above. Instead, we have defined a new type of task scalability based on enabling, disabling, splitting and merging of tasks that compose a job. This form of scalability is much easier to implement and requires only knowledge of the algorithm at the task level. Based on the importance of the task processing to the overall processing, we distinguish essential tasks and nonessential tasks. Consequently, essential tasks will be given higher priority to resources than non-essential tasks.
For introducing QoS at the task level, it is important to identify scalability options for each task. If a job contains tasks that may be completely idle, and in consequence, the corresponding communication resources are idle as well, they are denoted by dotted lines and gray circles (filter and feature detection tasks in Fig. 10 ). In the sequel of this 
FindMinBenefit
The function search for a job that contributes with the lowest benefit b i to the overall system value, returns the job index with lowest benefit increase.
SetQualityLevel
The function sets the quality level to the job. The function is called only for the jobs having a lower benefit than the actual benefit level and it is assumed that a lower benefit requires less resources.
LowerQualityOfCandidate The function decreases the benefit level of a candidate job, the lowest level is 0.
MapJob
The function calls the Resource manager routines to allocate resources defined by the quality benefit level of a job.
ReportInsuffcientResources The function reports to the LQoS of a candidate job its inability of job execution.
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paper, we report on experimenting with the presented heuristic optimization algorithm to optimize latency and throughput within a professional medical imaging application.
Scalability with task skipping. We have implemented task skipping in the live viewing stream to illustrate task-level scalability for non-essential tasks. The live viewing tasks can be pushed to a lower quality level or even skipped to save (a part of the) assigned resources for other tasks, like the detection of features of interest in image analysis. A second example, which is more relevant for low-cost systems is the possibility to add functionality on a compute platform with a more constrained amount of processing resources (e.g. mobile systems). In more detail for our case study, when image analysis is the main application of interest and not all resources are allocated, the live viewing stream can be enabled as well, with a quality-controlled execution of the image-enhancement tasks. In earlier work [1] , we presented a resource-usage model for streaming tasks. This model is useful when the mapping requires multiple processor cores. We have defined the following three quality levels Q of our experimental medical image enhancement application:
-Q1: Basic quality and low resource demand; only contrast enhancement is applied. -Q2: High quality and resource demand; constrast enhancement and spatial filtering are applied. -Q3: Highest quality and resource-usage demand; the complete chain is executed.
Scalability with task splitting. As task skipping can sometimes be too coarse in terms of impact on image quality, or the impact on the release or fetching of platform resources, one can follow also a more selective approach, where the task may be split into sub-tasks which can be distributed more easily over multi-core processors. Besides this, it also solves another problem: skipping essential tasks is not acceptable, since it would violate the desired functionality or the quality too much.
With task-splitting scalability for essential tasks, the dynamics in the latency and throughput can be minimized by incidentally reconfiguring the computing tasks in the flow graph, i.e. freeing or consuming some of the resources that were prior budgeted for background tasks. Figure 10 outlines a task-level scalable version of the computation required for the motion-compensated feature enhancement application. Scalability at the task level is achieved by splitting the group of feature detection tasks (RDG and MKX EXT) into sub-tasks, resulting in a lower end-to-end latency. We have defined the following three quality levels Q of our experimental medical image analysis application.
• Q1: Low resource-usage demand; feature detection is executed sequentially.
• Q2: Medium resource-usage demand; feature detection is partitioned into two sub-tasks.
• Q3: High resource-usage demand; feature detection is partitioned into four sub-tasks.
Summarizing the above two concepts for task splitting and skipping, it results in an improved scalability with respect to QoS control and a more fine-grained distribution of tasks over a multi-core processor system.
Experimental results. We illustrate the hierarchical QoS concept in a real-live example. The use case on professional medical imaging is graphically shown in Fig. 11a . The highest priority is assigned to the branch ''Image Analysis'' (bottom branch in Fig. 1 ). The computational complexity of the analysis tasks depends on the size of the ROI (in terms of pixels), and properties within the algorithms itself, whereas for ''Live Viewing'' (top branch in Fig. 1 ), the complexity depends linearly on the resolution of the input image sequence. Our approach is to use the previously presented concepts to dynamically switch between quality levels. The dynamics in the latency and throughput can be minimized by incidentally reconfiguring the computing tasks in the flow graph, i.e. freeing or consuming some of the resources that were prior budgeted for background tasks.
Within motion compensated feature enhancement, the latency at the output may vary over time. However, during a live interventional X-ray procedure, large latency differences between succeeding frames are not allowed for clinical reasons (eye-hand coordination of the physician). A straightforward solution is to employ a task partitioning on the platform, based on a worst-case resource reservation. Subsequently, at the end of the pipeline, a task with a variable delay keeps the latency and throughput constant. The main drawback is that for most of the time, the reserved resource budget is set too conservative. Furthermore, the output latency is much higher than actually required and it is impossible to exploit the difference between average case and worst-case requirements without affecting the reliability (guaranteed performance) of the application.
For the (data-dependent) image analysis application, the worst-case execution has heavy excursions (85%) on the effective latency. The computation latency can vary between 60 and 120 ms, when the partitioning of tasks across processing cores is fixed. By exploiting the presented hierarchical QoS concept for latency optimization, the partitioning of tasks across processing cores is dynamically changed when there is a sudden change in resource requirements. As a result, the variation on the latency is reduced significantly to only 20% [see Fig. 11  (top) ]. For the static live viewing application running in parallel, the latency varies around 30 ms. This variation results from the switching between different quality modes.
Instead of pure image quality control, the experiments concentrate on keeping the output latency constant by dynamically spitting the essential tasks in sub-tasks and reconfiguring those sub-tasks to processor cores. At the same time, the live viewing complexity and the corresponding image quality is decreased for short periods of time with task skipping of non-essential filtering tasks. The actual selection is based on the resource demand for the image analysis tasks, as estimated by the prediction model in the LQoS controller. Please note that the clinical user is mainly interested in fast results from the image-analysis application, and the concurrently operating live viewing application is only offered as a reference.
At quality level Q2, temporal filtering is skipped, which causes some additional blur in the image, but only when the patient or the patient table is moving. At quality level Q3, also spatial filtering is skipped, which causes some additional noise in the image. Switching frequently between quality modes can have a major impact on the perceived image quality. We therefore restrict the QoS controller to switch very often from a low to a medium or high quality mode. Before a switch to a higher quality mode can occur, the required budget needs to be available for several seconds. This avoids the possible annoying flickering between different quality modes.
In the case study, we process uncompressed image frames (1024 9 1024 pixels, 30 Hz) on a general-purpose multi-core platform, [34] , where the live viewing operates at the full frame rate, and image analysis at half the frame rate. The assignment of processing tasks to processor cores is done manually at design time for each application, as the total amount of application scenarios is limited (three quality levels for each application). At runtime, the QoS control selects based on the prediction of required resources, the optimal quality level for each application, and a corresponding mapping of both applications to the processor cores platform, from a sorted list of solutions.
Tasks are not moved from one core to the other during processing of an image. Before the start of processing a new image, the predictor task estimates the required resources on the platform for fluent operation. The QoS control task then selects, based on the available resources and desired quality setting, the best mapping from a precompiled list of scenarios. The overhead of switching between different mappings is negligible to the overall task processing as switching only takes place at the image level. Practically, switching is minimized to avoid noticeable flickering in the image. As the task mapping is precompiled, a switch will result in queueing a different set of tasks for the next image from a sorted list of quality levels. The GQoS is storing this sorted list of quality changes, which limits the searching algorithm for finding the new scenario to linear complexity.
Evaluation of QoS with task scalability. The hierarchical QoS framework executes image analysis, enhancement and live viewing tasks. Quality level Q1 means full processing with low resource-usage requirements. We perform task splitting at Q2 and Q3, where for Q2, the analysis tasks are split in two, and for Q3 the analysis tasks are split in four sub-tasks. For live viewing, we defined three quality levels, corresponding to changing the image quality for the application from ''highest-quality'' to ''high-quality'' or ''basic-quality'', which means skipping of parts of spatial or temporal filtering tasks. Let us discuss the dynamic behavior in the scene. We focus on times t1…t10 in Fig. 11 (bottom). At time t1, Job 1 changes its requirements on the resources (due to ROI processing) and releases some of its resources to the system. This increases the quality level of Job 2 from Q1 to Q3. At time t2, Job 1 changes its requirements on the resources and requests more resources from the system (due to FULL processing). A request for task splitting is initiated by Job 1 and this decreases the quality level of Job 2 back from Q3 to Q1. At time t3, Job 1 releases resources and subsequently, Job 2 increases its quality level. The described behavior continues till t8, where for both jobs, quality level Q2 is assigned. At t9, a resource-usage increase requests task splitting for Job 1, where for Job 2 the quality is decreased. At t10, again for both Jobs, quality level Q2 is assigned. The large fluctuations in execution time occur due to image analysis tasks performed in certain regions of the image.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended QoS control for a set of multiple parallel tasks running on a multi-core processor system. The extension involves the use of image analysis processing, which features a high variation in computing and memory requirements, as apposed to regular streamoriented video processing. For this extension, we have developed a Markov-based model that captures the computing behavior of the analysis tasks with a reasonable accuracy. This extension has been added to a hierarchical QoS concept that was developed for MPEG-4 coding. We have shown that the overall system is able to predict and handle fluctuations in computing requirements and with task skipping and splitting scalability, the quality is dynamically optimized. Performance modeling is indispensable for obtaining a high efficiency in the mapping or to increase the functionality of the applications executed on the platform. For our case study involving dynamic image analysis, the timing model for the unpredictable behavior is build with statistical techniques, in particular scenario-based Markov chains. The comparison with the mostly used worst-case approach for resource allocation revealed that it can save an impressive factor of 1.8 on computations for selective cases. The linear models that were found earlier for predicting computations for streaming-based video functions in [28] were equally applicable to model the bandwidth usage.
The results on modeling of computing and bandwidth have been validated by a representative case for professional medical imaging. The accuracy of the modeling is high, between 94 and 97% accuracy, with sporadic excursions of the prediction error up to 20-30% for the statistical techniques. This prediction accuracy is so good that it allows resource prediction at runtime, thereby leading to an actively controlled system management. In such a case, the overhead for resource prediction was estimated to be at an acceptable low level, in the range of 1-5%.
We have adopted the concept of hierarchical QoS management from [31] , to control a set of video applications executed on a resource-constrained multi-core processor system. The QoS control is split into two layers: a GQoS for overall system control and a LQoS for individual application control. The LQoS control is based on resource-usage estimation, where the GQoS is based on a heuristic optimization algorithm.
The system is reconfigured when the application considerably changes in performance requirements or additional functionally is needed. This has an impact in two aspects. First, to create more budget for extra functionality or a performance increase, the non-essential tasks may be skipped and essential tasks can be split over the computing engines. Second, when new functionality has to be added, the increased combination of tasks needs to be optimized with respect to the individual task budgets, while the user expects an overall system behavior with high quality. To create the desired scalability in applications, we have used task skipping and splitting as a concept because every video application can be quickly made scalable in this way. Task skipping is only possible with the non-essential tasks, whereas task splitting applies to essential tasks.
Prediction of resource utilization for dynamic applications has led to a significant quality improvement of the complete system when resources are selectively distributed over the available applications. The jitter on the latency of dynamic image analysis is reduced with almost 70% and a constant throughput is achieved. The proposed QoS mechanism runs fast enough to be executed in real time, because it operates only on sorted lists of benefit functions and related parameters.
The presented results in this paper are rather relevant for the near future, since dynamic video applications like image analysis are increasingly found in both the consumer and professional domain. We are convinced that the proposed solution for modeling medical analysis applications with Markov chains can also be applied to QoS control in other domains, such as consumer multimedia or surveillance. This requires that the algorithm is known to such a degree that tasks can be made scalable and the statistical learning of the Markov model can be carried out properly.
